We find S-matrix evidence that longitudinal string spreading can induce interactions between early and late time systems in the near-horizon region of a black hole. By generalizing the effect to closed strings and performing an eikonal resummation, we find a tractable regime where these interactions become strong at a Schwarzschild time separation ∆t r s . We estimate the mutual information in a scenario analogous to Hayden-Preskill, and we find that string spreading is sufficient in itself for a late-time detector to recover a significant fraction of the information encoded in an infaller's state. Interesting open directions include analysis of the interaction of the detector with Unruh radiation (which may introduce noise that somewhat degrades the recovery), and formulating the optimal detector setup including many entangled detectors (which could further increase the information recovery by enhancing sensitivity to kinematic parameters with subleading dependence in the amplitude).
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to show that the longitudinal spreading of strings [1, 2] , recently corroborated by open string S-matrix calculations in [3, 4] , provides the required nonlocality for a nontrivial fraction of an infaller's information to escape the black hole, while still remaining under perturbative control.
Once we complete our main analysis of the interaction between an early infaller and late detector, we will comment briefly on open questions regarding additional effects that may affect the information recovery. This includes the possibility of the detector being perturbed by Unruh radiation, which introduces noise at some level. Going the other way, we raise the prospect of a more optimal detector setup than the simple one that we will work with here that could increase its statistical sensitivity to the kinematical parameters of the early infaller.
A string C quantized with respect to light cone 'time' X − has an RMS size in the conjugate light cone direction X + that is formally linearly divergent in mode number [1, 2] . This leads to an estimate for its size as measured by a detector D which depends on its kinematics as
This light cone gauge estimate was supported in [3, 4] by an on-shell six point function amplitude containing an off-shell open string process C + D →Ĉ +D. At a longitudinal separation X + D − X + C ∼ α p + D , this amplitude is parametrically stronger than the corresponding quantum field theory amplitude.
We will derive the analogous closed string estimate in Section 2, which have an interaction strength growing with the Mandelstam invariant s as G N s CD ∼ G N p + D p − C . This can naturally be applied as in [5] [2] [6] to interactions that take place in the near-horizon Rindler region X + X − r 2 s of a black hole with Schwarzschild radius r s . Here C is a string dropped at a Schwarzschild time t 0 , while D is a detector lowered to the near-horizon region at some later time t 0 + ∆t. The evolution in the black hole background generates a large center of mass energy via the exponential growth of p + D ∝ e ∆t/2rs . Since ∆X + * ∼ X + D − X + C grows at a similar rate, once ∆t exceeds r s , the relation ∆X + * ∼ X + D − X + C is equally easy to satisfy at larger ∆t, implying that the detector can interact with C at arbitrarily late times. However, as p + D increases, so will the effective coupling constant G N s CD ∼ G N p − C p + D . Once we get into the regime G N s 1, loop effects will become important and they will need to be taken into account.
While in certain regimes loop effects were found to suppress nonlocality [7] , in Section 3 we will find that in the eikonal regime spreading persists unimpeded throughout the regime of perturbative control. By pushing G N s CD 1 towards the limit of validity of the eikonal approximation, we obtain strong, semi-classical (but stringy) interactions that are dominated by a saddle point with momentum transfer
where x ⊥ < r s is the transverse separation. These deflections are sensitive to the exact kinematics of C and D, and it becomes apparent that if we had perfect knowledge of the initial state of D, we could figure out something about the kinematics of C by looking at the scattered stateD. In Sections 4 and 5, we will extrapolate these 2 → 2 interactions to more general N C + N D → N C + N D interactions in a Schwarzschild black hole background. We will show that D can mine a large amount of information about the initial (pre-scattering) kinematics of the infalling strings C, although it is strongly sensitive to only half of the kinematic variables. To quantify this statement, we will introduce reference systems R, A entangled with C, D respectively, similarly to the Hayden-Preskill setup [38] . We obtain from the effects that are simplest to detect, in the limit S D S C I(DA : R) S D (1.3) Conversely, in the opposite limit S C S D we obtain I(DA : R) S C from the most easily detected effects. However, in this regime with many detector states, more information may be detectable via subleading dependences on kinematic variables in the amplitude. In this paper, we make no attempt to derive the optimal detector state and data analysis prescription, but the results we find indicate that substantial information about the kinematics of C can be recovered via longitudinal spreading.
Broader context: why string theory?
Before getting to our analysis, let us put this in a broader context. The effect we derive, extending [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] manifests a striking behavior of perturbative string theory which goes beyond perturbative effective field theory. We note that this may have other applications, e.g. to gauge theory scattering; the present analysis readily translates to holographic Yang Mills theory [8] .
The application we explore in this work is the black hole information problem. For a review detailing various approaches see [9] . More recent progress includes a remarkable derivation of the Page curve in the bulk for solvable models [10] [11] , building from AdS/CFT developments in entanglement wedge reconstruction which imply the Page curve via the duality [12] [13] . This provides a detailed test of unitarity, which is a general implication of AdS/CFT, while raising numerous additional technical and conceptual questions such as those studied very recently in [14] .
Still, it is necessary to analyze the real-time evolution of the system and identify the mechanism for information transfer from the matter that formed the black hole to the radiation that is left after it decays. A complete calculation would determine the status of the putative nearhorizon region during this process; for recent comments on the nontriviality of this see [15] . A complete treatment would also determine the physics of the putative black hole singularity. That is a daunting task for quantum gravity in, say, four large dimensions with a realistic value of the cosmological constant; it requires control of finite-entropy subsystems related to finite patches of spacetime at the appropriate level of approximation. The holographic treatment of this, including entanglement wedge reconstruction, is under active development (as in e.g. [16] and references therein, see also [10] ).
In general, it is important to identify the leading contributions to bulk dynamics and capture their effects. The very recent developments just cited lend support to the idea that even exponentially small (gravitational instanton) effects ∼ e −r 2 s /G N , in combination with the large number e r 2 s /G N number of states, may be enough to account for the information transfer. Nonetheless, it remains crucial to identify the leading contribution to the dynamics in string theory, the leading candidate for a theory of quantum gravity in higher dimensions. String theory contains additional scales, and generically corrects effective field theory before the Planck scale. As such, in many contexts it determines the leading dynamics regardless of whether Planckian physics would in principle be enough.
A related, general motivation is that quantum gravity in its known forms contains extended objects; there are some interesting hints that this kind of non-locality is inevitable, see e.g. [17] . In string theory, this is essential to its mechanism for UV finite perturbative amplitudes, a necessary feature of quantum gravity. In some cases relevant to the approach we pursue in this work, the string theoretic amplitude is not obtained from a convergent expansion in the corresponding quantum field theory amplitude [3] : it is not sufficient to treat the dynamics in a perturbative α expansion.
The need for string-theoretic or quantum gravitational effects is clearest in the problem of spacetime singularity resolution. Numerous examples are known where perturbative string theory resolves the singularity before the system enters into a Planckian regime [18] , and others where quantum physics is required [19] . Examples where string theory intercedes include certain spacelike singularities including BTZ black hole singularities [20] . The set of string theoretic examples includes topology changing processes including 'baby universe' formation [18] , in a regime where the analogous Euclidean quantum gravity effect is not applicable. For example, in a system with a Scherk-Schwarz circle with antiperiodic Fermion boundary conditions, at small radius a wind-ing string 'tachyon' goes unstable and condenses, whereas at large circle radius the exponentially suppressed Euclidean 'bubble of nothing' instanton [21] pertains. This may be viewed either as a bug or a feature: it indicates that the physics is non-universal, but on the other hand the technical analysis of perturbative string theory effects is simpler than full-fledged quantum gravity. 1 For horizon physics, similarly to the physics of singularities, there are regimes where perturbative string theory effects take the system beyond the effective field theory prediction before the Planckian regime, as a result of the relative boost reviewed above that is generated near black hole horizons [5] [2] . It is that regime which we analyze in the present work. Moreover, our methods apply to the Lorentzian target spacetime signature and are simplest in asymptotically Minkowski spacetime.
The AdS/CFT case
Before coming to our detailed analysis, we note a potential subtlety with the effect we obtain in this work. 2 One might be tempted to apply the same result to a Rindler horizon in AdS spacetime. In that context, the late time behavior of correlators of local operators is bounded, which seems in tension with the interactions we find between early infallers and late detectors near a black hole horizon. However there is not a sharp conflict between that and the present analysis, for a number of reasons including the fact that there is a time limit on the validity of the Eikonal approximation in our setup; it is also somewhat nontrivial to relate near-horizon string states to boundary operators (see also the discussion in the final section of [3] ). The progress of thermalization at finite temperature is also impacted by effects like ours, but again it is difficult to compare to the CFT because there is not a controlled analysis of this on the field theory side of large-radius AdS/CFT. In any case, it would be interesting to carry out a detailed analysis of this effect in AdS spacetime, and translate it into the appropriate dual CFT observables.
In this regard, we should reiterate that in the present work we do not analyze interactions of D with near-horizon Unruh radiation. If that were a large enough effect to destroy D's transport of kinematical information of the on-shell C infaller, it would be an interesting (and rather surprising) string-theoretic effect in itself. Again, we do not know of a controlled calculation from AdS/CFT that would contradict our finite-time information recovery effect via the string spreading induced C-D interaction.
Closed String Spreading at Tree-Level
In this section, we will demonstrate that the closed string S-matrix exhibits longitudinal spreading at tree-level, generalizing the results of [3, 4] . While transverse spreading can be obtained at the level of 4-point functions, longitudinal spreading is more elusive. An on-shell 2 → 2 process is fully parametrized by the center-of-mass energy s ∼ E 2 c.o.m. , and the impact parameter x ⊥ (or equivalently the transverse momentum transfer t ∼ ∆q 2 ⊥ ). To understand this picture, imagine a string C moving along the X − direction which is localized around X + C , and a string D moving along the X + direction which is localized around
Figure 1:
In a purely 2 → 2 scattering event, it is difficult to test longitudinal interactions. By using an auxiliary string A, we can create a detector D that is longitudinally localized [3] .
The longitudinal coordinates of these strings will meet at (X + C , X − D ), and the only possible separation left is transverse (see Figure 1a ). In order to achieve longitudinal separation, we would need D to spontaneously appear at some finite X + D > X + C . To achieve this, we will treat D as an off-shell, intermediate string that appears in a 6-point amplitude A + B + C →Â +B +Ĉ (see Figure 1b ). In an appropriate kinematic regime the 6-point amplitude will factorize into sub-processes A + B →Â + D and C + D →Ĉ +B. The auxilliary string A is chosen to be localized at some X + A > X + C (and moving in the X − direction), while B is localized at X − B and moving in the X + direction 3 .
When A and B interact, the intermediate string D will be localized at (X + A , X − B ) and its interaction with C will have a well-defined longitudinal separation. To obtain evidence for spreading, we will follow [3] and show that the 6-point amplitude A A+B+C→Â+B+Ĉ has significant support at X + A X + C . By this we mean that the amplitude does not arize from scattering off the tails of localized wave-packets. If X + A and X + C are Gaussianly distributed, then local scattering off the tails of their wavepackets will give a suppression factor ∼ e −(X +
We seek to find stringy contributions that aren't suppressed in this regard.
This property is defined in position space (with a use of appropriately localized wavepackets for our strings), but it also manifests in the phase of the momentum-space amplitude. Recall that multiplying a momentum-space wavefunction ψ(p) with a phase-factor e −ipa leads to a shift x → x + a (up to factors of 2π) in the position-space wavefunction. In our problem, the corresponding statement is that if the momentum-space amplitude A(K IJ ) (where K IJ = 2α k I · k J denote the Mandelstam invariants) can be written as
where A slow has a slow dependence on k − C . The above factor would effectively shift the position- 3 In the near-horizon setup we consider, the process of lowering a detector at a time tD tC plays the role of a larger amplitude that creates a detector at some finite X + D .
space wave-packet of C by ∆X + * , and for X +
∆X + * we would be scattering off the center of the Gaussian wave-packets, not the tails. Operationally, we can test the above prediction by considering narrow wave-packets for A, C with uncertainties ∆X + A , ∆X + C ∆X + * and then investigate whether the amplitude A(X) exhibits parametric enhancement compared to appropriate field theoretic comparison models with the same wavepacket.
In the next subsection, we will find that the 6-point amplitude in position space is given (in an appropriate Reggeized regime) by the saddle point
In the above, s CD is the center-of-mass energy of the C +D →Ĉ +B sub-process and t CĈ s CD is the momentum transfer. The variable η is a function of the transverse momenta, which we take to be large and negative with η −α k 2 D so that the above saddle point will be valid. Details on the above amplitude and its derivation are given in Section 2.1, but the reader can skip ahead to Section 3. As in [3] , we employ Gaussian wave packets.
Once we have obtained the amplitude, the probability for interaction is given by
where N id is the number of identical outgoers. After keeping track of all the kinematic factors coming from the amplitude and the wave-packets, we will see that the probability of interaction grows with the relative longitudinal boost of C and A, B. At tree-level, the probability will scale as Prob tree ∼ s 2
In the black hole context, this shows that the probability of interaction will grow exponentially with the relative boost e ∆t/2rs until we reach the regime G N s CD ∼ 1. As the probability of interaction grows to O(1), loop effects must be taken into account to prevent the probability from exceeding 1.
Tree-Level Amplitude
We will start with the elastic momentum-space six point amplitude at tree level. The origin of the spreading interaction within the open string version of this amplitude was explained relatively simply at the level of vertex operator integrals in §4.3 of [3] . Compared to that, we would like to make two generalizations.
First, we will work with closed strings instead of open strings because closed string interactions dominate in our amplitude as we increase G N s. Secondly, we will work with K CĈ 1, near a graviton pole, rather than K AÂ 1. It is in this regime that the amplitude and probability grow with time (as we will see shortly), and it is most suited for generalization to the eikonal amplitude. For simplicity, we take the external legs to be bosonic string tachyons, since the growing interaction is mediated by internal legs including the gravitons at the massless level.
Let us use SL(2, C) to set zB = 0, z B = ∞, z A = 1. The amplitude is
in terms of the integrated vertex operators, where the last factor is the c ghost correlator [43] . We will make use of the method introduced by Brower et al [28] , replacing V C and VĈ by the Pomeron vertex operator that appears in their generalized OPE:
(2.6) where k CĈ = k C + kĈ. This is valid in the Regge regime, α t CĈ K CB = α s CD , and we will take the intermediate string CĈ to be near the graviton pole t CĈ 0. The amplitude (2.5) gets its leading contribution from contractions of the Pomeron with theB vertex operator, yielding
where in the first factor in the integrand we noted that D = C +Ĉ +B (with the other terms in the exponent coming from the contraction of (∂X∂X) 1−α t CĈ /4 with e ikBX ). We can perform a similar Pomeron analysis for the AÂ string. As we have chosen A's kinematics so its momentum is primarily in the p − direction, the main contribution to the amplitude will come from contractions of the AÂ Pomeron with theB vertex operator, which will yield
(2.8) where we dropped the α t CĈ in the exponent of |z CĈ | since we are near the graviton pole. Defining
we see that the amplitude has factorized into a product of four point amplitudes times a factor taking the same form as a Virasoro-Shapiro amplitude, with arguments k 2 D α /2 and η.
Similarly to the open-string amplitude analyzed in [3] , the phase structure of this factor leads to spreading in a kinematic window 0 < α k 2 D < −2η, in which the second form of (2.10) is useful, with all arguments of the Γ functions positive. This expression has a term with a phase e iπα k 2 D /2 e iπkB·k CĈ +...
(2.11) multiplying a factor that has an extremum at α k 2 D = −η − 4. With a thin wavepacket for k − C in momentum space, this strongly varying phase leads to a contribution that is peaked in position space at the spreading radius
More specifically, at α k 2
Putting everything together we have
Before we proceed, we want to note that the 2 η 1 factor has a natural interpretation in terms of the light-cone prediction, which was
As reviewed in [3] , the light-cone result fits with 2.12 if we assume that at ∆X + > ∆X + spr the string follows an exponential distribution e −c∆X + /∆X + spr (2.16) for some numerical constant c. Then, since X + * /∆X + spr ∼ α k 2 D ∼ −η, an exponential suppression in η is expected, and it indeed manifests in the 2 η factor.
In Section 3, we will analyze loop corrections to this result, focusing on the fate of the phase factor (2.10) that leads to spreading. The perturbative string analysis will break down by the time the non-local kinematic variable s CD has grown so much that the detector and the part of C with which it interacts are within their own Schwarzschild radius.
Comparison with Field Theory
In momentum space, our amplitude has a phase factor which demonstrates the possibility for string spreading. However, this phase factor is only clear near the extremum α k 2 D −η, and thus it is necessary to use wavepackets that localize this interaction near this extremum, while also demonstrating a clear longitudinal separation. These requirements of localization in both position and momentum space are conflicting, but as in [3] we will find a regime where both conditions can be satisfied and where the string theoretic amplitude is parametrically stronger than an EFT estimate.
Following [3] , we will convolve our momentum-space amplitude with Gaussian wavepackets Ψ + A (X + A ), Ψ + C (X + C ) whose widths 1/σ A , 1/σ C (we will use σ to refer to momentum-space widths) are much smaller than the central separation X + A 0 − X + C 0 . In the limit of large boosts, the width σ A ∼ e κ will be much larger than σ C , and also X +
A second requirement is that we want our kinematics to remain near the extremum α k 2 D −η − 4. In momentum space, we saw that our amplitude 2.14 grows as e (α k 2 D +η+4) 2 /2|η| , so we need a sufficiently strong Gaussian suppression to ensure that the dominant contribution comes from near the extremum. Following Section 5 of [3] , we can write the momentum-space width of A as
Besides ensuring that the extremum becomes a local maximum after we include the wavepacket suppression, we make the stronger demand that it is a global maximum, i.e. that the amplitude is suppressed near the poles k 2 D = 0 and k 2 D = −η − 4. This will ensure that we do not have to worry about contributions from the poles. The wavepacket suppression is e η/2cσ , and thus we need
The last demand we make is that our spreading-induced amplitude is larger than a field-theoretic amplitude (with the auxiliary process A + B →Â + D stripped off)
If we identify λ CDĈB = A B+C→B+Ĉ , then as −η 1 we have
This imposes the constraint c σ > 8 log(2)/π 2 , and thus we have the window
This window is entirely analogous to the open string case, except it is rescaled by a factor of 4 (which arises from the fact that X + * ,closed = 2πα EB while X + * ,open = 4πα EB).
Tree-level probability
At this point, it is worth estimating the full probability for scattering at tree level. This brings in the final state phase space integrals and integrals over wavepackets that go into (2.3). We must only keep contributions which maintain the kinematics leading to the factor of (2.10). Let us first consider the final state phase space. We have
One important limiting factor is the following. The spreading effect is manifest in our S-matrix amplitude for a limited range of k 2 D = 4EB(EĈ − E C ) + . . . around −η/2 (see [3] for a detailed account of the kinematics). Although this is somewhat larger than 1 in the controlled regime described in [3] , the effect becomes suppressed exponentially inη, so we must keep k 2 D α from growing too large. SinceB is part of the late system, its energy gets boosted up:
(2.23)
As a result, we must limit
The other final state phase space factors are not parametric in e κ . To remain in the spreading window of kinematics, with K CĈ ∼ δq 2 1, we require ∆qĈ ∼ δq, ∆qÂ ∼ ∆qB q. Altogether, we find that the final phase space factors (2.22 ) scales like
Noting thatη ∼ qδqα , the last two factors here scale like q 2η2 /α 2 .
We have
with wavepackets that depend on their peak positions, including X + , the separation between incomers A and C. These wavepackets take the form
where δq I , δp I here denotes the variation of the momentum from the value it takes at the peak of the wavepacket. Let us use the energy delta function to do the p B integral, and the spatial momentum delta function to do the p A , q A integrals. In particular, in the longitudinal direction we have δp A ∼ −δp C . In the transverse direction we take σ Cq ∼ δq and σ Aq ∼ σ Bq q. The amplitude becomes
Let us for simplicity take all the local energy scales of the same order, ∼ E 0 , and take σ Ap = σ Cp . In (2.28),Â is the momentum-space amplitude. At tree level, as we have described above, this isÂ tree =
We will also estimate the probability in the generalization to an analogue of the Eikonal regime below.) The amplitude then scales like
whereÂ is evaluated at the peak p C momentum in the spreading regime. At tree level, this scales likeÂ
Putting together the final phase space factors (2.25) with |Â| 2 yields a tree-level probability that scales like
where we used that in our regime k 2 D ∼ −η/2 (and we drop order 1 factors here). We have not yet chosen the scale of σ Bp . If we embed our flat-space process in the near horizon region,
this is constrained by requiring that B be localized in that region during the entire process, which involves an X + range of order EBα ∼ E 0 e κ α (2.12). This requires a small width for B in the X − direction, and hence a large momentum-space width:
where f does not depend on ∆t.
Thus we see that the probability for the closed string spreading-induced beyond-EFT interaction increases with ∆t at least until quantum corrections become important.
Loop corrections to Spreading
Having established longitudinal spreading at the tree level, we now seek to incorporate higher loop corrections by resumming the eikonal series, following the methods of [23, 25, 29, 30] . In pure gravity, the eikonal series captures the leading contribution at large s and fixed momentum transfer t = −∆q 2 ⊥ , and in it amounts to summing over ladder diagrams. Other contributions are subleading by factors of t/s, so they can be ignored when t s. As the scattering angle in the center of mass frame is θ ∼ −t/s, the eikonal series is valid for small angle scattering.
In impact parameter space, the eikonal series captures the behavior of gravity at large s and impact parameter
Here, r s (s) is the Schwarzschild radius of a black hole with mass √ s, so the eikonal series is valid as long as we stay away from kinematic regime where the interacting particles can form a black hole. In impact parameter space, the eikonal amplitude takes a simple form
where χ(s, x ⊥ ) is called the eikonal phase, and it equals G N s log(µx ⊥ ) in 4 dimensions (µ is an IR cutoff). The eikonal phase is responsible for two physical effects: a transverse momentum transfer and the Shapiro time-delay. The former is given by
while the latter is given by
These effects are semi-classical, and they can be reproduced by a shockwave calculation [?].
In string theoretic 2 → 2 processes, [23] found that the eikonal series still captures the high energy behavior just like in gravity. The only additional complication is the possibility of diffractive excitations, or inelastic string production. However, both of these effects happen at relatively small impact parameters x D = l s √ G N s and x I = l s log(α s) respectively. For larger x ⊥ , the interaction is analogous to gravity.
In Section 3.1 we will generalize the eikonal series to spreading-induced interactions, and we will find the exact same structure as in 3.1. While the computation of the eikonal phase turns out to be difficult in general, we will be able to compute it in the regime where k AÂ lies in a compactified direction with length R (e.g. the internal sphere in AdS). In this scenario, the non-zero values of η = α k AÂ · k CĈ < 0 arise from the exchange of Kaluza-Klein modes with mass n/R (as opposed to the exchange of gravitons in the standard eikonal). We find that the lightest mode dominates, and the eikonal phase can be expressed as
whereF is a boost-independent function whose magnitude is O(2 η ). From the above equation, we will derive formulas for the momentum transfer in the eikonal interaction that are entirely analogous to the gravitational case. In the same vein, just like in pure gravity, our eikonal series will be valid as long as we stay away from the "black hole formation" regime, i.e. we maintain x ⊥ G N √ s. In the rest of this section, we will systematically derive the eikonal amplitude for longitudinal string spreading. In Section 4 we will relate our results on string spreading, which are expressed in terms of the 6-point amplitude, to the infaller-detector setup in the near-horizon region of a black hole, and we will examine its kinematic constraints.
Formal Resummation
Let us next generalize to the Eikonal regime [23, 25, 29, 30] . We fractionate the C andĈ leg into n Pomeron legs (CĈ) i , i = 1, . . . n, each with a Pomeron vertex operator (2.6). These rungs of the ladder diagram will propagate between the ladder sides C →Ĉ and D →B, summing over all possible crossings. We will then re-sum the series over all n to obtain an exponential resummation.
To start, we consider the sub-diagram with external Pomeron vertex operators for (CĈ) i , i = 1, . . . n as in figure 2. Effectively, we have cut the (n − 1)-loop amplitude, treating the exchanged Pomerons as external particles which will then be glued to obtain the loop result. This tree-level diagram gives
Once again, the Pomeron operator for the string AÂ contracts with theB vertex operator, leading the same Regge amplitude A A+B→Â+D for the auxiliary process (alternatively, we can look as the saddle point equations for zÂ to find that zÂ → 1). The Pomerons (CĈ) i will behave similarly, and since the kinematic variables K (CĈ) j (CĈ) k are much smaller than the other Mandelstam invariants involving the momenta k j = k (CĈ) j , we can ignore Pomeron-Pomeron interactions. This is a similar statement to keeping only the ladder diagrams (so, ignoring H-diagrams and the like) in a field theory. If we neglect these exponents K (CĈ) j (CĈ) k , the amplitude factorizes, giving
where k 2 D j = (kB + k j ) 2 and η j = α k AÂ · k j . So far, this is a tree-level contribution, which will be a building block for our Eikonal amplitude. In the EFT limit, the factors of F reduce to propagators at (say) the massless pole, F ∼ 1/k 2 D . The single string diagram reproduces the product form for the sum of all diagrams with n soft graviton (or gravi-reggeon) lines emitted from a hard line derived in [26] .
We now want to join this tree-level amplitude to the C →Ĉ leg. This is similar to, but not identical, to the stringy Eikonal amplitude (it is not identical because D is off-shell).
The C →Ĉ leg is made of GR propagators, as all of the Mandelstam invariants in this leg are small. Following the same procedure as [26] [30], we obtain a factor 1 n!
Notice that we only have n − 1 factors, not all n momenta k j appear. We have separated out one of the Pomerons, treating the other ones as soft. To obtain this factor, our starting point is the propagator of each Pomeron
In the Eikonal approximation, we take p to be nearly on-shell so p 2 + m 2 = 0, and k 2 is taken to be small. Furthermore, due to the small momentum transfer coming from the soft modes (so we can approximate k i · k j 0 for all i, j) the products p j · k j are equal to either p C · k j or pĈ · k j , depending on whether the soft Pomeron (CĈ) j emerged from the C or theĈ side of the hard · · · < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 4 = " N p 7 d l 2 r 7 L P b W s n o 9 F x i P 8 0 0 Pomeron. Since we must sum over all Feynman diagrams, we sum these contributions for each soft Pomeron j and then we take the product to obtain Equation 3.7.
If we further approximate pĈ · k j −p C · k j , then we replace the above factors with delta functions ∼ iπδ(p C · k j ). This ensures k + j = 0 for j = 1, ..., n − 1 if we choose the longitudinal directions so that p C = p − C . Furthermore, integrating out each k j gives a 1/p − C factor. The last k n satisfies k + n = p + CĈ by conservation of momentum, which will be of order q 2 /p − C in our setup and can be approximated as 0.
Thus, if we glue together the tree-level amplitude 3.6 with the C →Ĉ leg, we finally get
where we tentatively set α = 1 for brevity and wrote k 2 D j 2pB · k j . The k + j = 0 condition allowed us to drop the dk + j integrals and simplify t CĈ,i /4 = −k 2 j,⊥ /4. We re-wrote the amplitude using an "impact parameter" representation (with an additional longitudinal separation x + as opposed to the usual, exclusively transverse separation x ⊥ ) in order to simplify the conservation of momentum conditions and make the re-summation easier.
The longitudinal separation parameter x + obfuscates the s scaling of the loop amplitude, as the spreading phenomenon [1] [3] occurs at a range of x + ∼ α p + B . We will instead re-write
. We then re-write the amplitude as
Above, we approximated pB · k j p + B k − j to simplify our expression for F (pB · k, η j ), a reasonable assumption in the limit where the relative boost is large.
We can re-write p − C p + B ∼ s to get the usual scaling of the Eikonal amplitude (namely, an s 1 factor up-front and s 1 for each exchanged Pomeron). Now we can define our analogue of the eikonal phase
Then, our (n − 1)-loop amplitude is simply
We can immediately see that once we carry out the summation over all n = 1, 2, ... we obtain an exponential series (with the n = 0 term removed), so
Comparing with Kabat's result [30] for instance, one sees that the structure is entirely analogous, just with an additional longitudinal integral.
Pole Prescription and the Eikonal Phase
In order to make sense of our above expression, we need to determine the appropriate pole prescription. As seen in Section 2.2, at tree-level the contributions from poles were parametrically suppressed due to our choice of wavepacket. Thus, the poles were irrelevant up to parametrically suppressed corrections. However, at higher loop orders the wavepacket is unable to suppress internal momenta from running into poles, and it is essential to implement a causal pole prescription. Following Witten's i prescription [31] , we will shift each Mandelstam invariant k 2 J → k 2 J − i near a pole. With our convention k 2 J = −2k + J k − J + k 2 J,⊥ , so this means that we must shift k 2 ⊥ → k 2 ⊥ − i in the pole of 3.12, as is the case in field theory.
We must also treat the poles of the function F (α k 2 D /2, η), which as defined in Equation 2.10 is a ratio of Gamma functions. The pole structure of F is complicated, and furthermore the momentum integral over k ⊥ , k − will take α k 2 D , η outside the kinematic regime we employed to see spreading at tree-level. As we will see soon, the dv integral in Equation 3.12 can be done for fixed η, but the dk ⊥ integral becomes analytically intractable.
To circumvent this issue, we will use an internal, compactified dimension in addition to our D non-compact dimensions. In AdS, the internal sphere can play this role, but for convenience we will treat the internal dimension as a circle of length R. If we allow momentum transfer in this direction, then besides the integral over transverse directions we must include a sum over internal momenta k i = n i /R. Let us assume for convenience that k AÂ = n AÂ /R lies entirely in the internal direction, and then η i = α k AÂ k i decouples from the d d−2 k ⊥ dk − integral and it only enters in the internal mode sum.
We will assume that −η i = −α n AÂ n i /R 2 1 for all n < 0, which means that we want
For R ∼ L AdS , the above inequality indicates that we are looking at a finite-λ effect. We will also assume that only n < 0 contribute to χ(x + , x ⊥ ) when we have x + α p + D , i.e. that only terms with −η 1 contribute to spreading. Terms with n ≥ 0 were seen at tree-level to be reproduced by a convergent sum of propagators, so they are described by EFT and they should not contribute to spreading.
Under the above assumptions, the eikonal phase becomes (for α = 1, and x i the separation in the compact dimension)
We still need to assign an i prescription to poles in v = α k 2 D /2. For fixed non-integer η, the function F (v, η) has two series of poles:
for non-negative integers l ≥ 0. The first series corresponds to on-shell intermediates states α k 2 D = −4(l − 1) (for l = 0, this is a tachyon state). This means that we must shift α k 2 D → α k 2 D −i near the first series of poles. As we will see soon, it is important to make this replacement only in the vicinity of the first series of poles, and not throughout the expression 3.16.
For the second series of poles, we can rewrite
This series of poles is to be expected due to the SL(2, C) invariance of the tree-level worldsheet which ensures that the amplitude is symmetric under B ↔B (equivalently, we can think of k D as being the time-reversed version of k D ). Thus, in this second series of poles we shift α k 2 D → α k 2 D − i , which is the "opposite" of what we would get if we naively set α k 2 D → α k 2 D − i (which, due to k B −kB, would imply a shift α k 2 D → α k 2 D + i ). As a check of this, we note that the above prescription is analogous to what we one obtains in field theory, which would directly apply to our amplitude in the regime where one can expand F as a convergent series of propagators. When such a convergent sum exists (i.e. for η > 0), we can write
Expanding out k 2 D , k 2 D and making the usual Eikonal assumption k 2 j |kB · k j |, |k B · k j |, we can write this in the form
For l = 0, we note that this is analogous to the factor we get from each soft Pomeron in Equation 3.7. The higher l factors come from excited intermediate states, and in the α → 0 limit we recover the same result (pole prescription and all) as the eikonal approximation in EFT [30] . Now that we have sorted out the pole prescription, let us move on with the calculation of the eikonal phase 3.16. In the spreading region 0 < α k 2 D < −2η, the function F (v, η) is written as a product of sines and a term which is (in the Stirling approximation for large arguments)
This term is exponentially suppressed in η, so if n A α /R 2 1 (i.e. −η is large for n = −1) then we expect the dominant contribution to come from the smallest possible value of −η, which is when n = −1.
Intuitively, we can understand this result as coming from the fact that the eikonal series arises from a series of tree-level scattering events, and each tree-level amplitude is proportional to e −∆X + /∆X + spr (3.22) where ∆X + spr is the spreading radius
The tree-level result is then exponentially suppressed in η (in tree-level, this suppression manifested as the 2 η factor), and thus the strongest interactions come from the smallest non-zero values of −η 4 . By keeping only the n = −1 term, and assuming α/R 2 1 we thus obtain
If we had non-zero k AÂ components in the non-compact dimensions, this behavior would lead to a difficult to analyze play-off between trying to take −η small while also staying in the regime −η 1 where spreading is demonstrably present at tree-level. By using a compactified dimension with discrete momenta, we could arrange for a situation where the smallest positive value of −η is still very large.
The dv integral is a k ⊥ -independent quantity, so we will write it asF (u, −n A /R 2 ). The remain integral is a massive propagator in d − 2 spatial dimensions. The exact result can be written in terms of Bessel functions, but for now we will simply note that it scales as
for d > 4, and we get a logarithm log(x ⊥ /R) at d = 4. The Fourier transformF can be obtained by a contour integral, but we want to first point out that it is a boost-invariant quantity, as
if boost independent, so it won't affect the boost dependence of χ. To perform the contour integral, we consider residues from both series of poles 1/(α k 2 D +n−i ) and 1/(α k 2 D + n − i ). The first series gives
For the second series, we have p + B −p + B and thus we get
In tree-level, we saw that string spreading peaked at a longitudinal separation 2.12. In the vicinity of this separation, we have exp ±inx + , the imaginary part is zero, but it is non-zero in general. In the vicinity of x + = x + * , we have the approximate expression
We can see that the imaginary part becomes comparable to the real part for values x + − x + * ∼ −1/η, which are well-within the wavepacket width ∼ 1/ √ −η we used to demonstrate string spreading at tree level. This imaginary part is not immediately inconsistent with unitarity, as we aren't considering 2 → 2 scattering (where, at impact parameter space, the eikonal phase is real for elastic scattering; and the imaginary part is always positive). The negative imaginary part for x + > x + * may seem worrisome at first since it gives an exponentially growing contribution to the amplitude, but this contribution is suppressed by the rapidly decaying Gaussian wavepacket e −(x + −x + * ) 2 /2σ 2 . Note that the wavepacket decays faster than the growing contribution regardless of the relative boost, since the width σ ∼ α p + B grows with boosts as well. The wavepacket ensures that our amplitude stays controlled despite the imaginary part, and it ensures that the leading contribution comes from the region x + x + * . This suggests that we can use a saddle point approximation to find the leading contribution to the eikonal series, and in particular we can follow the approach of [25] [23] to find the dominant momentum transfer as a function of impact parameter.
Saddle Equations and Momentum Transfer
If we include the longitudinal wavepacket, the eikonal amplitude can be written in the form
where p − CĈ and p ⊥ CĈ are the longitudinal and transverse momentum transfer respectively. We solve for the saddle equations by extremizing the exponential terms with respect to x ⊥ , x + , and we obtain
In the longitudinal equation, note from (3.25) that the χ term is suppressed by the string coupling g 2 s relative to the other terms. While in the transverse equation the relative boost enhances the χ term and allows it to overcome these suppressions, in the longitudinal equation both p − CĈ and the χ term are invariant if we boost the late system while holding the early system (C,Ĉ) fixed. Thus, we can find a solution where x + = x + * and the momentum transfer is imaginary but suppressed by the string coupling
In the weak coupling limit g 2 s → 0, the longitudinal momentum transfer vanishes and we have a well-behaved saddle. Note that in this limit, the term p − CĈ (x + − x + * ) remains large, but it is canceled by the linear x + − x + * in the eikonal phase. We can now plug in x + = x + * into the transverse equation, the imaginary part of χ thus drops out and we can use the approximate Equation 3.28. The value of the eikonal phase on the saddle is thus pure real, and the momentum transfer is
in the limit x ⊥ R. In the opposite limit, replace the x ⊥ in the denominator with R. This expression is very similar to the gravitational eikonal, but it has a few differences. The first is that we have an additional suppression of 2 η/2 , and the graviton exchange has been replaced by the exchange of a Kaluza-Klein mode with mass 1/R. A similar behavior arises in scattering of particles near AdS black holes, where the curvature achieves a similar effect with 1/R ∼ 1/l AdS . A more significant difference from the gravitational eikonal is that the sign of the eikonal phase is not positive (even on the saddle point where the phase is real). This effect is probably related to the fact that we kept AÂ as a fixed momentum state (rather than writing the amplitude in terms of an impact parameter for AÂ). The eikonal phase is positive only in impact parameter space, and in our 6-point scattering we used a mix of momentum and impact parameter space. We expect that a "full impact parameter space" expression would be positive. Figure 3 : An infaller C is thrown in at some early time t 0 . A time ∆t later, a detector D is lowered to the near-horizon region, and it interacts with C via longitudinal spreading. By measuring the change in the transverse momentum of D, we can gain some information about the infaller's initial state. The systems R, A are reference systems which we will use in Section 5 in order to keep track of the quantum state of the infaller-detector system.
The Infaller-Detector System
Having established the persistence of string spreading throughout the eikonal regime, we now wish to apply our flat spacetime results to an infaller-detector setup in the near-horizon region of a Schwarzschild black hole. We will use the C + D →Ĉ +D sub-process (we re-labelB asD) to model the interaction between an infalling system and a detector held at fixed proper distance (see Figure 3 ) . Here, we will have C play the role of the infaller, which we will assume is a collection of closed strings. The off-shell string D plays the role of a detector that is lowered to the near-horizon region a time ∆t r s later, and which can interact with C thanks to longitudinal spreading.
The detector is assumed to be made of closed strings and held at a fixed position r = R in the Schwarzschild radial coordinate r. This corresponds to a fixed proper distance L pr = 2 r s (R − r s ) from the horizon along constant Schwarzschild time slices. From a scatteringmatrix perspective, the act of holding D in place amounts to repeated scattering with closed strings that impart the necessary force for D to be stationary. The auxiliary strings in the 6point amplitude thus play the role of the apparatus that holds the detector string D near the black hole.
In this section, our goal is to show that by keeping track of the initial and final state of the detector D we can obtain information about the kinematics of the infaller C. The transverse momentum q ⊥ imparted upon the detector is sensitively dependent on the center-of-mass energy s CD and the impact parameter x ⊥ . Aside from the longitudinally non-local interaction, this process is rather prosaic; we are merely probing C as it falls into the black hole, and we wish to show that our "experiment" is sensitive to the initial data of C. If string spreading was compatible with an absorption effect where the detector can cleanly capture the infaller, then there wouldn't be any need for further calculation. However, since we have only demonstrated spreading for elastic processes, it's not entirely clear how much information about an infaller's state we can recover. A more careful analysis will be left for Section 5; in this section we will give a quick estimate of the classical information that we can recover. We will later see that this estimate will be useful in estimating the quantum information we can recover in a variant of the Hayden-Preskill protocol.
Suppose we choose C among an ensemble of Gaussian wavepackets with fixed energy E C and transverse widths ∆x ⊥ , ∆q ⊥ . Our goal is to determine the initial state of C by measuring the momentum transfer on D. When a complete determination is not possible, we will want to maximize the amount of information we obtain about the initial state of C, measured in terms of the Shannon entropy.
The maximum possible amount of classical information we could obtain by a scattering experiment C + D →Ĉ +D is equal to the logarithm of the number |D| of distinguishable states that the detector D can scatter into as we vary the initial state of C. This number is determined by two main factors: the strength of the scattering and the sensitivity of the detector. We will estimate both, and find that we can recover a significant amount of classical information. One important caveat is that we can only recover information that is encoded in C's kinematics; the scattering experiment would have to be sensitive to C's internal quantum numbers to recover any further information.
We will then generalize our considerations from 2 → 2 to processes with more C and D strings, and find backreaction constraints on the number of strings N C , N D that we can consider. These results will be useful in Section 5 in order to estimate our capacity for quantum information recovery.
Detector Kinematics
In order to interpret the physical results of the eikonalized interaction (i.e. momentum transfer and time-delay), it is important to understand the quantity α k 2 D which appears in the 6-point amplitude. There, α k 2 D is positive as D is off-shell, while here we will take D to be a physical object with positive mass −α k 2 D > 0. In [2] , a treatment of the quantized string in lightcone gauge gave the spreading estimate
For X + X + spr , the effective "mass distribution" of the string decays exponentially as e −X + /X + spr , and one expects an analogous exponential suppression to our interaction. In Equation 3.23, we argued that the 2 η/2 2 −α k 2 D term we found in our amplitude was this exponential suppression, and thus the "spreading radius" of our amplitude is
This is not to be confused with the value X + * ∼ α p + D where our amplitude peaked; the ratio X + * /X + spr ∼ α k 2 D is much larger than 1 and is why we got a suppression 2 −α k 2 D in our amplitude. Based on the above similarities, we will identify the off-shell mass k 2 D with the quantity k 2 D,⊥ + m 2 D of the hovering detector. As an aside, note that both Equations 4.1 and 4.2 were derived from saddle points that required α (k 2 D,⊥ + m 2 D ) 1 and α k 2 D 1 respectively, giving an additional piece of evidence for the identification.
Modeling the interaction of D with the infaller C with our amplitude from Section 3, we find using (3.34) that the momentum transfer is almost purely transverse and proportional to
At large G N s, the deflection ∆q ⊥ will have a significant impact on the final stateD, which will be sensitive to the exact parameters G N s CD , x ⊥ . Thus, if we had knowledge of the initial state D and the final stateD, we could infer information about the kinematics of C. Intuitively, the larger we can make G N s CD , the stronger the deflection and the "signal" that we get. However, if we take G N s CD to be too large, we can run into issues of backreaction. One limiting factor is the regime can push the detector behind the black hole horizon if ∆X − D > X − D . Note that in our amplitude, we did not find the eikonal phase to be positive and with the simple form we found in (3.25) it naively looks as though this time-delay could in principle be negative. However, we expect this to be an artifact of the fact that we mixed impact-parameter and momentum spaces in our calculation (by keeping AÂ at fixed momentum), and a more complete calculation would give a positive phase with the same parametric dependence on η −α k 2 D and G N s. The exact form of the amplitude is unimportant if we wish to find the maximum momentum transfer. The constraint ∆X − D < X − D gives
The first equality follows from the linearity of χ with respect to p + D , and the second follows from the Shapiro time-delay formula. Parametrically, the transverse momentum transfer is χ/x ⊥ (or χ/R for x ⊥ R, where R is the internal dimension we used in our amplitude), so we find that the maximum momentum transfer is
We can rewrite this in terms of the proper distance and energy of D as
If we hold our detector at fixed L pr , then our detector's proper energy is E D,pr ∼ m D . For any fixed m D , in order to maximize the momentum transfer (and thus get a clear signal from the infaller) we then seek to maximize the proper distance. However, we cannot increase L pr arbitrarily much without ruining the interaction; for our amplitude to be a valid description of the interaction we require
where we used the fact that at late times X + D X + C . This can be equivalently be written in terms of L pr , E D as
To maximize the deflection ∆q ⊥ , we must then take L pr to be as large as our available detector energies E D,pr will allow. Before we go on further, let us comment that the local energies E D,pr are blueshifted compared to the energies E D measured by an asymptotic observer at r r s as
In terms of the asymptotic energies, the required detector kinematics are
In two extremes, we can take L pr ∼ l s in which case E D ∼ 1/r s is sufficient, or we could take L pr ∼ r s which would require E D > r s /α ∼ g 2 s M BH . This constraint is reminiscent of a constraint on the detector mass found in [2] .
Note that while L pr ∼ l s is expected of the old stretched horizon picture, we see that higherenergy detectors can pick information about the infaller at a parametrically larger distance from the horizon. The fact that it is possible to recover an infaller's information at a large distance L pr ∼ O(r s ) from the horizon implies that black hole information, and the associated EFT violation, is highly non-local over macroscopic length scales (as long as it is probed with the right equipment). Still, we need to remain in the near-horizon region for flat space amplitudes to be a good approximation, so even if we take L pr parametrically similar to r s we still still need to keep L pr r s . If we optimize the kinematics of our detector by taking L pr as large as possible, and the relative boost to be as large as backreaction allows, then the momentum transfer to D is
As long as E D 1/r s , the transverse momentum transfer is large compared to the background scale, and we expect a noticeable "kick" to the detector. If we had a momentum detector with infinite precision, then we would be able to detect the most minute differences in the momentum transfer and easily recover information about the infaller. However, the uncertainty principle combined with the finite size of the black hole horizon forbids such precision, and a careful accounting of the detector precision is necessary to estimate our capacity to recover information.
Detector Resolution and Classical Information Recovery
Suppose that we wish to encode a message in the state of the infaller C. The best way to do this is to associate a string of bits to a set of orthogonal states of C. If we then wish to recover the classical message using the C + D interaction, we want to ensure that any two different states of C will affect D in a different manner. If this were the case, then as long as we knew the cypher that maps bit strings to states of C, then we could measure the state of D and recover the bit string.
Of course, for this to be possible we must ensure that the detector has enough states to encode all bit strings of interest. When this is not the case, then we cannot perfectly recover the message, but we can recover some degree of information. By making a measurement on D, one could reduce their uncertainty about the state of C (or equivalently, about the encoded message). The maximum amount of information that we can recover from the infaller is log 2 |D|, where |D| is the number of distinguishable states that the detector can scatter into (assuming a given initial state). That is the shortest bit string that can fully describe the state of the detector; we can't expect to get any more information than that.
In order to make our argument as simple as possible, it will be convenient to choose a basis of states whose dynamics are approximately classical. Suppose that we write such a basis |C i for the infaller and a basis |D j for the detector. Then, we want the interaction C + D →Ĉ +D to take the form
where the outgoing states are still part of the same basis. If we were to use momentum eigenstates for example, this would not be the case; the interaction would generate superposition of momentum eigenstates. If we were to work in position space instead, then while there would be no generation of superpositions, the interaction would only generate an eikonal phase-factor. Thus, it would be hard to talk about distinguishability in position space. We will instead work with states whose transverse position dependence is described by a Gaussian wavepacket with a narrow width ∆x ⊥ ∼ r s r s . The typical impact parameter for interactions will be x ⊥ ∼ r s ∆x ⊥ , so we can approximately treat the interaction as happening at exact impact parameter x ⊥ , leading to a transverse momentum transfer q ⊥ ∼ ∂χ ∂x ⊥ . The uncertainty in this estimate is
When the above uncertainty is larger than the width ∆q ⊥ of our wavepackets in momentum space, the above estimate ensures that the C + D interaction won't take the exact form 4.13, but instead it generates superpositions of our basis states |Ĉ a |D b . When ∆q ⊥ is larger, these superpositions can be ignored, and Equation 4.13 holds to a good approximation. We thus need q ⊥ < ∆q ⊥ . However, if we take ∆q ⊥ to be unnecessarily large, then we will lose the ability to distinguish the effect of the C + D interaction on D, which amounts to a change in momentum. Thus, we will take ∆q ⊥ ∼ q ⊥ , perhaps up to some numerical prefactors. Now, if we wish to make the "signal" of the C + D interaction as large as possible, we must maximize the momentum transfer q ⊥ . Following the results of the previous section, we can do so by taking the energy of the detector to be E D ∼ r s /α , and thus the momentum transfer will be
With this value of the momentum transfer we see that our Gaussian wavepackets must have
in order to ensure that Equation 4.13 can hold. With these parameters, we can see that the relevant uncertainties are ∆x ⊥ /x ⊥ , ∆q ⊥ /q ⊥ ∼ l s /r s both go to zero as we take l s /r s → 0, justifying the use of a semiclassical limit. Here we neglect the logarithmic effect of transverse spreading [1] . We can build an approximate basis from these wavepackets by varying their peak positions and momenta. In order to prevent overcounting, we can choose to ensure that wavepackets with similar positions/momenta will have their peak positions differing by at least 10∆x ⊥ and their peak momenta by at least 10∆q ⊥ (the factor of 10 is arbitrary and not particularly important, as we will see soon). Of course, this is not sufficient to guarantee that they will have zero overlap, just that their overlap will be a very small number. This means that we would have an overcomplete set of wavepackets, but such an overcounting can only possibly change log 2 |D| by an O(1) number, which is subleading in the l s /r s → 0 limit. We will be dropping any such subleading terms in the rest of the paper, and so for simplicity we can assume that we have a family of orthogonal wavepackets whose "spacings" in position and momentum space are ∆x ⊥ , ∆q ⊥ respectively. From now on, we will refer to this collection of wavepackets as the semiclassical basis. Now that we have established a semiclassical limit, let us go back to the issue of classical information recovery. Suppose that we choose to encode a message in the transverse kinematics of C by assigning a string bit to each element |C i in the semiclassical basis. Let's take the detector to be in a fixed state |D j , also in the semiclassical basis. If we change the position of |C i , the impact parameter will change by at least l s and thus the momentum transfer will change by at least ∂q ⊥ (x ⊥ ) ∂x ⊥ l s ∼ 1/l s . This means that any measurable change in the position of |C i will lead to a measurable difference in the momentum of the detector's final state |D ji .
Thus, up to effects that are subleading in the l s /r s → 0 limit, the detector can perfectly distinguish between the positions of any two elements in the semiclassical basis of C. The amount of classical information we can recover is then equal to the logarithm of the number of distinguishable momenta that are available to the detector. For any fixed energy E D , the number of states |D| available to the detector system is given by the volume of this semiclassical phase-space in units of the resolution
However, these states can be labeled by their position and momentum (x i , q i ). Initially only the momentum is affected by the C + D interaction, so we can only use the momenta to "record" the state of C. Thus, the number of distinguishable final states |D| available to the detector are given by
Any measuarable difference in the position of C will lead to a measurable difference in the state ofD, so knowing the final state of the detector will give us
bits of information about the state of the infaller. Now, does this mean that if |D| > |C| that we can fully recover all information encoded in the infaller C? The method we just described does not accomplish that; it only immediately recovers information that is encoded in the positions x i of the semiclassical basis elements |C i . The transverse momenta q i do not affect the interaction nearly as strongly, although they do at subleading orders in the string coupling 5 , and thus we cannot as easily distinguish between states |C i that have the same x i but different q i . Similarly, we cannot -at least not as easily -distinguish between states that have information recovered in internal quantum numbers. It would be interesting to develop optimal estimation methods for detecting the small signal in these features of C, something that we will leave for future work.
Still, even given these caveats we have demonstrated a rather concrete demonstration of classical information recovery using longitudinal string spreading. The recovery of quantum information on the other hand is fundamentally different, and it cannot be immediately deduced from the above considerations. One crucial difference is that quantum information cannot be copied, and thus the infaller must "forget" its initial state for the detector to fully recover quantum information. We will study the issue of quantum information recovery in Section 5. For the rest of this section, we will address some preliminary issues that will be useful to optimize the "performance" of our detector setup.
Multi-String Infallers and Detectors
So far we have considered a setup where there is a single infalling string C, and a single detector string D. However, more generally we could have a large number of infallers (which we will collectively denote as C), and we could consider a detector D made from a large number of strings. We will write each state in C as |C I = |C i 1 ...|C i N C , where each |C i k is in the semiclassical basis and we take N C to be a fixed number. In order to avoid the issue of quantum statistics, we will take the energies of all strings to be distinguishable, or alternatively we can take N C to be much smaller than the number of available states per string. This is reminiscent of the dilute gas limit, where both Bose and Fermi statistics approach the Boltzmann distribution. Similarly, we will write a basis for D in the form |D J = |D j 1 ...|D j N D , and once again ensuring that the various constituent strings are essentially distinguishable. Using multiple strings will vastly 5 The transverse momenta enter the string amplitude through the center-of-mass energy s = −p − C p + D + q ⊥ C · q ⊥ D . In our kinematics, there is a relative boost of up to order 1/g 2 s which enhances the longitudinal momenta, but it does not affect the transverse momenta. Thus, even when we have q ⊥ ∼ rs/α , the contribution to s is still smaller by a factor of g 2 s compared to the longitudinal contribution. Similarly, details of C's excitation level and spin appear in the amplitude in a way that is not amplified by the relative boost.
expand the available phase-space of the detector, and we expect that the information recovery capacity will increase as log |D max | ∝ N D .
To deal with such scattering processes, we will generalize our 2 → 2 amplitude C +D →Ĉ +D to more general N C +N D → N C +N D amplitudes in the eikonal regime. The leading contribution comes from ladder-diagrams with endpoints connecting the various components of C and D. These diagrams are all independent from each other, and thus we can write the amplitude in position space as
where i, j run over all strings in C, D respectively, and {s ij , x ⊥ ij , x + ij } are the kinematic parameters of the C i + D j scattering event. For simplicity, we can imagine that the infallers C fall into the black hole around the same time, but we can tune their transverse kinematics and energies to encode a large amount of information. After around a scrambling time, the center of mass energy between the strings C and the detectors D gets large, and the detector strings D j undergo a strong deflection that is given by
wherex ij is the direction of transverse separation between C i and D j , and q ⊥ (s ij , x ij ) is the momentum transfer for the given kinematics. Because the directionsx ij can differ, the deflection that D j undergoes is less than what it would if it interacted with a single string that had the collected energy of all the C i . However, the Shapiro time-delay
would be the same regardless (as we simply have a sum of positive numbers, there is no possible cancellation). If each s ij is of the same order of magnitude and for a general scattering event we have x ⊥ ij ∼ r s , then we can apply the same rationale as in Section 4.1 to get the estimate
Now, suppose that we take the infalling strings of C to have positions independently and randomly chosen from some distribution 6 , then by the central limit theorem the total deflection q ⊥,j would follow a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance
When we average over all I, this deflection will map each initial state |D J to a mixed state that covers a large region in momentum-space (the positions of |D J are of course left unchanged) with radius r s /α √ N C . If we want a parametric estimate of the entropy of this mixed state (dropping any factors that are subleading in the semiclassical limit), we can simply compute the volume in this region to obtain
If we take N C to be a large but O(1) number (compared to r s /l s ), then the log( √ N C ) factor is negligible. Compared to the 2 → 2 setting, all that we have is an enhancement of the capacity of the detector to recover classical information by a factor of N D . Barring issues of backreaction (which we will investigate in the next subsection), the detector's ability to recover information about the infaller has gone almost unimpeded. As before, we can most easily recover information encoded in the positions of the strings that make up the infaller C, although with large N D it may prove possible to obtain a statistically significant detection of C's transverse momenta (on which the amplitude depends weakly in our kinematic regime).
Backreaction Constraints
In this section, we will briefly investigate backreaction constraints on the infaller-detector system. There are two constraints that we need to consider: (i) Whether the detector backreacts on the geometry, causing the black hole horizon to swell and consume it, and (ii) Whether the C + D interaction goes beyond the eikonal regime of validity and into the "black hole formation" regime.
The second constraint is strictly less restrictive than the first combined with the Shapiro time-delay being ∆X − D < X − D . For the first consideration, what we need for the detector to avoid being consumed by the black hole is (we work in 4 spacetime dimensions for simplicity)
where recall that E D is the (asymptotic) energy of each string that makes up the detector. However, we also have E D > L pr /α , so we have
This places a constraint N D < V ol/g 2 s where V ol is the volume of the extra dimensions in string units. Note however that this is a limit to how many detectors we can have in place at the same time, there is nothing stopping us from lowering detectors at different times to avoid backreaction. Of course, we will still want to lower each detector D j at the "optimal" time when G N i s ij is as large as the Shapiro time-delay allows.
Quantifying Information Recovery
In the previous section, we examined the kinematics of our infaller-detector system and we made some semiclassical estimates about classical information recovery. We will now examine the recovery of an quantum information by performing a variant of the Hayden-Preskill protocol [38] . For simplicity of notation, we will work at d = 4, but our considerations naturally generalize to d > 4. In our argument, we will make use of four different systems: the infalling strings C, the detector D, and their respective reference systems R, A.
The reference system R encodes the state of the infalling system C, so we will assume that they start in an entangled state I c I |C I |R I (5.1)
We will use upper-case indices when referring to the multi-particle states |C I = |C i 1 |C i 2 ...|C in , and lower-case indices to refer to individual strings if necessary. As in the previous section, we will use the semiclassical basis (see Section 4.2 for more details). We will assume that the different states |C I are distinguished purely by their kinematics, and we will also assume that the individual strings C i have fixed, distinct energies. This is not purely a matter of convenience; our protocol can only decode information encoded in transverse kinematics, and this fixed energy infaller is the simplest scenario in which quantum information recovery can be concretely demonstrated. The distinct energies provide a simple way to ensure that classical statistics are obeyed. In this simple example, we can take c I = e −S C /2 for all I, i.e. the constituent strings have fixed energies but completely random transverse positions and momenta. Similarly, we will take our detector D to be entangled with a reference system A
The detector D will be made of multiple strings lowered near the horizon to a distance L pr by an apparatus which we will take to be part of the reference system A. We allow the detector strings D to stay near the horizon for some time ∆t ∼ r s , where they will interact with the infaller C via longitudinal string spreading. Then, we remove the detectors from the near-horizon region via the same apparatus. The reference systems R, A do not interact with C, D in any manner during the C + D interaction; they are simply there to encode the information of the infaller/detector system. We will quantify the recovery of quantum information about the infaller by measuring the mutual information
whereD denotes the detector system after its interaction with C. The reference system R acts as a record of the infaller's initial quantum state, and thus the mutual information acts as a measure of correlation between the final state ofDA and the initial state of C. For two subsystems with N maximally entangled qbits, the mutual information is 2N log 2. Roughly speaking, it counts (twice) the number of EPR pairs between two systems, so we will say that we have acquired 1 2 I(DA : R) qubits of information about the state of C. We will show that in the semiclassical limit l s /r s → 0, the mutual information gets contributions at least as large as
As in Section 4.2, this lower bound is "half" of the information encoded in the transverse kinematics, which arises from the strongest dependence on infaller kinematics in the amplitude. To keep our computation straightforward, we will make a few simplifying assumptions about the detector. Unlike the restrictions on the infaller, which may imply some physical limitations on our recovery protocol, we are free to design our detector whichever way we wish (as long as we stay within the backreaction constraints of Section 4.4).
First, we will assume that all states |D J have the same N D , and they are made of strings with fixed, distinct energies E 1 , E 2 , ..., E N D ∼ r s /α . This energy allows our detector system to interact with the infaller while sitting at a distance L pr ∼ r s from the horizon. Following the results of Section 4.2, this will give us the maximum possible resolution of the infaller kinematics.
The only difference between the different states |D J is once again the transverse kinematics of their constituent strings: each state |D J consists of N D strings with fixed energies and variable transverse coordinates and momenta. As we did with the infaller C, we will use the semiclassical basis of Section 4.2 to describe the transverse kinematics. We will take the density matrix ρ D to be maximally mixed in the transverse kinematics of the strings that make up D, i.e. every transverse location and momentum direction is equally likely so d J = e −S D /2 in Equation 5.2.
In the limit l s /r s → 0, the semiclassical basis allows us to estimate the entropy of D by counting the volume of the phase-space available to D in units of ∆x ⊥ ∆q ⊥ . The entanglement entropy of D, which also gives the "information capacity" of our detector, is then given by
The A BH term, i.e. the black hole area, arises from the different transverse locations available to our detector, while E D gives the available transverse momenta. Once systems C and D interact via longitudinal spreading, we will denote the resulting systems asĈ andD. In particular, we will write the multi-string interaction as
Following the arguments of Section 4.1, this form holds will hold for elements of the semiclassical basis in the limit l s /r s → 0. We can then treat the interaction as if our states were at fixed impact parameter, and then at large center-of-mass energy the momentum transfer is dominated by a saddle point q ⊥ ∆q ⊥ . We do not see any distortion in the shape of the wavepackets, nor do we see superpositions. The states |Ĉ IJ , |D JI will thus be multi-string states with the same energies and transverse positions as the original states, but with different transverse momenta.
As in Section 4.3, the interaction is dominated by pairwise interactions between each string of C and each string of D. In the limit where N C , N D 1 and the center-of-mass energy for each pair of strings is large, each string will suffer a large number of random, (nearly) classical deflections. Furthermore, as we chose the kinematics of each string to be independently chosen from a distribution, each of these deflections will be independent, and the central limit theorem suggests a Gaussian distribution in the momentum transfer just as in Section 4.3.
As we will see soon, the upshot is that the transverse momenta of the smaller subsystem get randomized by the large number of strong deflections, and this will give us Equation 5.4.
Computing the Mutual Information
We will start our computation with a preliminary result, bringing the results of Section 4.2 to a more useful form by expressing them in terms of mutual information.
Let us start working in the limit S C S D , and make a projective measurement on A. This will destroy the entanglement between D and A, and the combined system DA will now be in a state |D J |A J (5.7) in the transverse kinematics as well, and since there is no energy transfer we have SĈ = S C . Thus we have I(D J : R) = SD J = 1 2 S D (5.14)
While the above result is encouraging, and it already shows that a large amount of information can be recovered from an infaller, we can do better by using the full entangled state 5.2 instead of making a projective measurement. Still, the above result will be a useful intermediate step in the calculation of I(DA : R). As before, we have SD AR = SĈ = S C , and thus we only need calculate SD A .
With C and D in initial states 5.1, 5.2, we let them interact as in Equation 5.6 and get a state I,J e −S C /2 e −S D /2 |Ĉ IJ |D JI |R I |A J (5.15) Recall that c I = e −S C /2 , d J = e −S D /2 are constant since we assumed C, D to be made of strings with fixed energies that are maximally mixed in their transverse kinematics. We trace out C, R to obtain ρD A = I,J,J e −S C e −S D |D JI D J I | ⊗ |A J A J | Ĉ IJ |Ĉ IJ (5.16) In order to analyze this expression, it will be convenient to decompose the Hilbert spaces ofĈ,D into a tensor product of position and momentum labels. For example, a semiclassical wavepacket with central position x ⊥ and momentum q ⊥ will be labeled as the vector (x ⊥ , q ⊥ ). For multiparticle states, we will use the notation I = (x I , q I ) in order to denote the collection of transverse positions x I and momenta q I . Recall that the C +D interaction is only dependent on the positions of C, D, while it only immediately affects their momenta (up to corrections that are suppressed by g 2 s ). Of course, the change in momentum can affect the detector's position at later times, but it will be convenient to only consider the state of D immediately after the interaction with C, when its position remains unchanged compared to right before the interaction.
For S C S D , we expect the states |Ĉ IJ with fixed I and varying J to satisfy the orthogonality condition C IJ |C IJ = δ x J ,x J (5.17)
Given the regime we are considering where N D N C , it would be at best finely tuned for a different state of the D strings (indexed by different values of J) kick the strings in C I exactly the same way.
Note that strong interactions are essential for this statement. If we had a perturbatively weak interaction, then at leading order we would have |Ĉ IJ |C I , and thus we would instead have Ĉ IJ |Ĉ IJ 1 regardless of J, J . It is only because of the eikonal resummation and the very large center-of-mass energy that we can use semi-classical interactions, and it is because of the large number of particles that we can use statistical arguments and assume that our interactions yield Gaussianly distributed momentum transfers.
Armed with the above orthogonality condition, we will now calculate the mutual information where we obtained the delta function from Equation 5.17. It will be now convenient to explicitly label each state |D J by the central transverse positions and momenta (x J , q J ) of its constituents. The C + D interaction is only weakly dependent on q J , it only depends on the positions x I , x J . Furthermore, its only effect on the state |D J = |x J |q J is a momentum change q J → q J + δq(x I , x J ). The deflection δq(x I , x J ) is large and sensitively dependent on x J . In Section 4.3, we found that as we vary x J , then for S C S D the momenta q J + δq(x I , x J ) cover almost all available phase-space (in the sense that the logarithm of the covered phase-space is maximal).
We will thus assume that q J + δq(x I , x J ) is uniformly distributed over all available transverse momenta (limited by the fixed energies of the strings). With this assumption, we can explicitly perform the sum over all I in Equation 5.19. First, note that in the (x J , q J ) basis we can write In short: the states |D JI have uniformly distributed transverse momenta, but because of the constraint x J = x J (from Equation 5.19) the states |D JI , |D J I have undergone the same deflection and thus the difference of their momenta is always q J − q J regardless of I.
We can now write explicit expression for ρD A . Let us decompose the reference system states as |A J = |A x J |A q J , and then we write
While the momentum part of this expression may appear complicated, its von Neumann entropy can be explicitly evaluated to be 1 2 S D . In the basis |q |A q J , this is written as a relatively simple e S D × e S D matrix with zeros everywhere except a series of e S D /2 evenly spaced diagonals with entries e −S D . It is easy to explicitly diagonalize such matrices, we find that it has e S D /2 non-zero eigenvalues that are all e −S D /2 and thus the von Neumann entropy is S D /2.
The position part of the expression is even simpler, it is a diagonal matrix with entropy S D /2. Using the property of the von Neumann entropy S(ρ 1 ⊗ ρ 2 ) = S(ρ 1 ) + S(ρ 2 ) we then obtain I(DA : R) = S(ρD A ) = S D (5.23) in this particular detector setup, up to terms that are subleading in the limit l s /r s → 0.
In the above calculation, we had assumed that S C S D . If we were to take the opposite limit S D S C , for the most easily detectable signal that we have focused on in this work, we could apply entirely analogous reasoning by exchanging the roles of C, D. We repeat our calculations in the same manner, rewriting SD A = SĈ R , and then we obtain I(DA : R) = S C instead. Putting the two results together, we see that as long as S C , S D are of significantly different magnitude, we have I(DA : R) = min{S C , S D } (5. 24) in the limit where we neglect transverse momentum dependence in the amplitude. Using semiclassical arguments, already at this level we have concretely demonstrated that an infaller's state can be (partially) recovered via longitudinal string spreading. This assumes that there is no additional effect on the detector that destroys it or its capacity. In this analysis, we did not analyze potential interactions of D with Unruh radiation. In our setup, D is only mildly accelerating, but in principle it might interact via spreading with very near-horizon centered Unruh modes, analogously to how it interacts with C. We do not anticipate that this destroys the information recovery we have obtained in our main calculation, but it is worth mentioning as a potential foreground effect. In any case, if that effect were very large, it would be very interesting and surprising as a stringy effect in itself.
When S C S D , the detector's "capacity" is determined by the number of distinguishable transverse momentum states, which act as a recording device for the state of C. In the opposite limit when S D S C , we still find that via the most easily detected kinematic variables we cannot fully recover the infaller's state, but we can only recover information that was encoded in transverse positions. This is to be expected: the C + D interaction is only weakly dependent transverse momenta of C, and thus there is not a strong signal that would allow us to distinguish two states of C with same positions and different momenta. This would require us to incorporate subleading corrections (e.g. account for the contribution of the transverse momenta to the centerof-mass energy s CD ). That may be accessible in the large N D case via effectively repeated independent experiments, but N D itself is limited by back reaction constraints.
It is worth stressing that these limitations apply to the particular setup of semiclassical product wavefunctions we worked with here. An optimal detector setup would also generalize
